
“Coaching ball carry and collision, in emerging, elite level forwards” 
 
Background 
Having worked across the Elite Pathway here in Australia over the last 8 years, both as a coach and as an administrator, I have noticed a 
decline in the time dedicated to technical skill coaching of the ball carry and the subsequent skill used by young forwards when they ball carry. 
I believe this lack of investment of time as coaches, has led to a decline in the effectiveness of our ball carry. 
 
The trend I have seen is that we spend less and less time breaking down and coaching the variety of technical skills players need to perform an 
effective ball carry and have instead replaced this with coaching the shape around the ball. To further clarify, we now utilise an array of 
different forward shapes so that our supporting players in the shape can turn an ineffective carry, into an effective one, therefore taking away 
the onus on the ball carrier to use good technique and individual skills to generate a good carry. 
 
Think now on some of the forward shapes we see in the modern game, with the most common being the “arrowhead shape” as seen below. I 
know this has been a shape that I have utilised in nearly every team I have coached in the last 5 years, and it has its uses. 
 

 
 
 



In this shape we have a primary ball carrier at the tip of the arrowhead, and a supporting player either side. This shape minimises the risk of 
opposition players gaining possession of the ball and can provide the attacking team with quick ball to play from due to the proximity of 
support. 
 
However, because the ball carrier has two supporting players within arm’s reach of him, the defence has now tightened up accordingly, which 
now limits the space he has to carry into. The ball carrier has a wall of defence in front of him, but because his support is right next to him and 
he hasn’t been coached the skills to perform an effective ball carry, he can therefore charge into the teeth of the defence without fear of 
turning the ball over due to poor technique or lack of support.  
 
In these circumstances players tend to use little or no footwork to beat the defender and rely on the supporting players to dominate the 
contact or collision for them, so they get over the gainline to create quick ball for the next phase. Other skills such as accelerating, early catch, 
ball grip, decision making, fend or bumpers, leg drive and upper body fight are slowly being left out of the skills coached in an effective carry. 
 
Now because shapes such as the one above are effective in achieving our desired tactical outcomes from an attack perspective, I believe we 
now spend less time coaching the individual technical skills needed for an effective carry, and tend to focus more on the supporting players 
ability to win the breakdown contest. If we all had to be honest about how much time we spent on breakdown skills vs ball carry skills, we’d all 
be heavily weighted to the first. 
 
Near enough is good enough at the moment, because we don’t have to be as technically accurate in our carry as 15–20year old’s coming up 
through the pathway, so we as coaches therefore spend the bulk of our time on the shape and the supporting players breakdown work 
because that will give us the most immediate improvement. 
 
Why? Well arguably because the ability of defensive teams in this age group to force turnover is minimal. But what happens when these 
players all of a sudden make the step into Colts or 1st Grade, Super Rugby or the Wallabies? Where players can manipulate these attacking 
shapes by getting in between the arriving supporting players and the ball carrier with 2-man tackles, stay on their feet and jackal for the ball, 
sling the ball carrier to ground and counter ruck. It is then their limited skill set is found wanting. 
 
Now I am not for one moment suggesting we move away utilising arrowhead shapes in our forward attack, but I believe we as coaches need to 
revisit, install and coach the individual skills needed to perform an effective ball carry.  
 



Now I hear you ask “why?” if the shape is effective at generating ball for next phase. Well, what if our ball carriers were coached the skills to be 
more effective as an individual in carry? What if our ball carriers were taught how to use footwork and accelerate into collision to fight past the 
first defender? Does it place increased pressure on the first tackler to be more accurate with his tackle technique? What if this new found skill 
set allowed the supporting players to hold a fraction more width, stretch defenders more, open up space across the defensive line?  
Would this create opportunities to play through the defensive line and keep the ball moving by offloading, popping off the ground?  
Would it allow the attack to increase their post contact metres, by reducing the amount of 2 man tackles, therefore keeping the defensive line 
from winning the gainline?  
 
Or do we by giving the ball carrier a new found skill set, start to put doubt into the defensive team, causing them to make poor decisions by 
putting them under stress? Do they now need to commit 2 defenders to stop the ball carrier, opening up opportunities for short passes into 
the space left by the jamming 2nd defender? 
 
All these are questions worth asking as we look to seek tactical outcomes from our ball carriers. 
 
I have broken down the ball carry into the following 3 main skill areas: 
 

1. Pre-contact skills 
2. Contact skills 
3. Post contact skills 

 
Under each of the 3 main skill areas I have listed the micro skills I see as being vitally important to perform a quality ball carry and dominate 
collision. I have also provided reasoning as to why these skills are necessary in our game because I believe to effectively coach the necessary 
skills for an effective ball carry, players have to understand the reason “why?”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



PRE-CONTACT SKILLS WHY? 

Body tilt, early catch, ball shift away from contact Body tilt = forward momentum easier to maintain 
Early catch = options to dummy or tip 
Ball shift = security 

5 Point ball carry (fingers, palm, forearm, bicep, chest must all 
have contact with the ball) 

Ball security - tackle point for a lot of teams now is just 
underneath the ball, so any other grip puts our ball security at 
risk.  
Defending players now also attempting to strip ball carriers if 
opportunity presented 
This grip still allows players the ability to offload either side. 

Decision making Seeing what affect the previous attacking phase has had on 
the defensive line, will allow us to make a better informed 
decision on what type of carry is required and what skills are 
needed to complement it. 

Footwork and acceleration  Footwork = isolate and fix defenders, compromise their base 
of power and attack identified weak points either side of them 
Acceleration = allows us to be the aggressor in contact and 
collision. The term “Power Up” is a good way of getting 
players to think about this part of the carry. 

Body height – depends on circumstances High carry = opportunity for offload if we use fend/bump and 
have space around us 
Low carry = if carrying into condensed defence where the 
opportunity to offload is low 

 



CONTACT Skills WHY? 

Fend (space) or bumper (tight) To create and keep space between ball carrier and tackler, to 
keep ball alive or dominate contact with defender and get 
over the gain line 

Stay square in body Dominate contact through better body position which will 
allow you to get shoulders past the defender and past the gain 
line. 
Gives supporting players a better platform to assist the ball 
carrier, if needed, to dominate the contact. 

Front foot leg drive, knees wide Better base of support to keep balanced and stay off the 
ground, and drive through the collision point. 

Upper body fight Stops defender from finding dominant position through strong 
grips. Easier for ball carrier to get to ground by keeping space 
between you and defender 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



POST-CONTACT WHY? 

Offload skills (offload, pass, pop off the deck) Keep the ball alive and shifts the point of attack, therefore 
minimizing the time for defences to get set 

Groundwork (long place, score the try, recoil and gadget) Shifts ball away from opposition threats like a jackalling player 
and allows the attacking team to increase the speed at which 
they recycle.  

Decision making Educates players in what actions will work in various 
situations allowing better outcomes 

 
As I started to look at the skills I see as critical in performing an effective ball carry, I needed to remind myself we aren’t targeting professional 
rugby players, we are talking about players in the 15-20year age bracket. So, with that in mind I have only focused on the “Big Rocks”, or skills 
that will give us the biggest improvement in the shortest period of time. 
 
Now how do we take these skills and coach them, train them, test them, so that a player will improve? 
 

1. Ensure you have educated the players as to why these skills are important, how they assist their development, and how it translates 
into a game. 

2. Drill the skill first, then add decision making and pressure to test the skill 
3. Don’t try and coach every aspect of ball carry, keep it to 2-3 key factors in any given skill drill. 
4. Test the players skills and decision making under different pressures by playing in narrow or wider spaces.  
5. Manipulating attack/defence numbers to give players different pictures and create decision making.  
6. Increase or decrease the speed of the drill to test decision making and pressure on skill 
7. Randomise the source of possession. Eg Throw a ball in behind the group to ignite carry from, don’t always play off ruck ball as a source 
8. Alternate fatigue levels by putting players in pre-fatigued or fatigued states  
9. Encourage mistakes at training and allow it to be messy. As long as your players have intent and are putting themselves under pressure, 

then encourage them to persist. 
10. If numbers are low and you can’t play multiple phases, add a wrestle component to start the drill.  



 
I see the skills of ball carry easily coached and practiced if planned well, remembering you don’t have to spend hours on every aspect of ball 
carry and sometimes little 3-5min hits are all a player needs to improve each week. See below opportunities to work on ball carry skills: 
 

- Field session warm up 
- Exposures in between gym sets or exercises 
- Create 10min skill block into gym program 
- In session skill and contact blocks 
- Post session skill top ups 
- Contact conditioning 
- Combat conditioning 
- Match day warm up 

 
Summary 
I believe we need to invest time in coaching key technical elements in the skill of ball carry, so our players have the necessary “weapons” in 
their armoury to dominate, and win, collision. Depending on the situation players might not need to utilise all the weapons at their disposal, 
but they will always be required to perform atleast one of them, so let’s widen the knowledge and skill base so they are equipped for all 
situations they will face on the Rugby field.  
 
I believe by exposing them “little and often” to these skills, we are creating smarter, more dominant ball carriers for our pathway and for 
Australian Rugby. 
 


